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Mixing and noise in diffusion and phonon cooled superconducting
hot-electron bolometers
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We report a systematic, comprehensive set of measurements on the dynamics and noise processes
in diffusion and phonon-cooled superconducting hot-electron bolometer mixers which will serve as
ultralow noise detectors in THz heterodyne receivers. The conversion efficiency and output noise of
devices of varying lengths were measured with radio frequency between 8 and 40 GHz. The devices
studied consist of 100-Å-thin film Nb bridges connected to thick~1000 Å!, high conductivity normal
metal~Au! leads. The lengths of the devices studied range from 0.08 to 3mm. For devices longer
than the electron–phonon interaction lengthLe–ph[ADte–ph, with D the diffusion constant and
te–ph

21 the electron–phonon interaction rate, the hot electrons are cooled dominantly by the electron–
phonon interaction, which in Nb is too slow for practical applications. If the device length is less
thanpLe–ph('1 mm at 4.2 K!, then out diffusion of heat into the high conductivity leads dominates
the cooling process. In this limit, the intermediate frequency~IF! bandwidth is found to vary asL22,
with L the bridge length, as expected for diffusion cooling. The shortest device has an IF bandwidth
greater than 6 GHz, the largest reported for a low-Tc superconducting bolometric mixer. The
dominant component of the output noise decreases with frequency in the same manner as the
conversion efficiency, consistent with a model based on thermal fluctuations. The noise bandwidth
is larger than the gain bandwidth, and the mixer noise islow, ranging from 100 to 530 K~double
sideband!. The crossover from phonon dominated to diffusion dominated behavior is also
demonstrated using noise thermometry measurements in the normal state. Scalar measurements of
the device differential impedance in the intermediate state agree with a theoretical model which
takes into account the thermal and electrical dynamics. We also present detailed comparisons with
theoretical predictions of the output noise and conversion efficiency. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~99!08602-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent research on hot-electron bolometer~HEB! mixers
has enhanced the prospect of achieving quantum-no
limited performance (TQ5hn/k) in heterodyne receivers a
THz frequencies. Hot-electron bolometer mixers of both
phonon cooled1 and diffusion cooled2–4 type have already
shown excellent noise performance. To date, the low
noise receivers in the submillimeter band use as detec
superconducting-insulating-superconducting~SIS! tunnel
junctions.5,6 Nb SIS mixers have degraded performan
above the energy gap frequency,'700 GHz, and are ex
pected to sharply degrade above twice this frequen
Schottky diodes are used at frequencies above 1 THz, bu
much noisier~typically no better than 150 times the quantu
limit ! and require large local oscillator~LO! power, of order
mW. Hot-electron bolometric mixers using the heatin
induced nonlinearity in a superconductor nearTc can achieve
low noise and reasonable conversion efficiency. Such

a!Current address: MS114-36 Condensed Matter Physics, Caltech, Pasa
California 91125; electronic mail: pjburke@cco.caltech.edu
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vices are attractive because they have no parasitic cap
tance, simplifying the radio frequency~rf! coupling, and re-
quire small LO power,'10 nW. Bolometric mixers are
expected to perform well in the THz frequency range, wi
out limits related to the energy gap frequency, since they r
only on heating of the electrons in the device.

In hot-electron bolometers, the electrons are heated
direct current~dc! and rf power above the temperature of t
lattice. For slow variations of power, the temperature shif
proportional to the power absorbed. Thus,

dT;P5V~ t !2/R;~VLO cos~vLOt !1Vsigcos~vsigt !!2

;VLOVsigcos@~vLO2vsig!t#1dc term. ~1!

HeredT is the temperature change,V(t) the net time depen-
dent voltage,R the device resistance,VLO and Vsig the LO
and signal voltages, respectively, andvLO and vsig the LO
and signal frequencies, respectively. Since the tempera
changes at the intermediate frequency (IF5vLO2vsig), the
resistance changes at the IF, thus leading to an oscilla
voltage at the IF under a current bias. An important co
straint is that the IF must be less than the energy-relaxa

ena,
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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rate for the electron system, otherwise the electron temp
ture will be unable to follow power variation at the IF. It
this issue that has limited the use of hot-electron-bolom
mixers, and which research in this article addresses in a
direct way.

The hot-electron effect in Nb was first studied in t
early 1980’s,7–14 with the first official proposal and analys
for the use of the hot-electron-bolometer as a mixer app
ing in Ref. 14. In these experiments, it was found that
electron–phonon interaction time was'1 ns at 4.2 K for
dirty films ~with a diffusion constant ofD51 cm2/s!. This
would allow for an IF 3 dB gain bandwidth, defined as the
at which the conversion efficiency drops by 3 dB, of'150
MHz, which is still too small for practical applications. Ad
ditional theoretical modeling14 suggested that the mixe
noise temperatureTmix , the noise referred to the device in
put, could approach 50 K, which is the quantum limit at
THz. This prediction was independent of the rf frequency,
long as the rf radiation was absorbed by the electron sys
Thus, the noise was predicted to be low up to very high
frequencies. However, the IF bandwidth was not sufficie

Two approaches have been proposed to increase th
termediate frequency bandwidth of the superconducting
lometer, while keeping the noise low and the rf range bro
The first approach is to use a material with a shor
electron–phonon interaction time. NbN has a somew
higher Tc than Nb, and a much stronger electron–phon
interaction. The predicted noise is still low, and the rf fr
quency range should also be broad. Initial experiments in
cated an IF bandwidth of 5.3 GHz.15,16 There, results be-
tween 1.6 and 5.3 K were presented. By extrapolating
data to 10 K, the authors predicted a bandwidth of 10 G
could be achieved. Subsequent experiments have been
able to reproduce these results. The results have varied
the IF bandwidth (0.6,17 1.1,18 0.8,19,203–4,21 1.6,22 and 2.2
GHz1!. For some films comparable to those of Ref. 16,
mixing bandwidth was less than 1 GHz. Rece
experiments23,24 indicate that control of the film thicknes
may allow more control over the achieved bandwidth
NbN. Very thin films ~3.5 nm! achieve the largest band
widths. Promising receiver noise temperatures have
been achieved, between 410 K double sideband~DSB! at an
rf frequency of 410 GHz,1 and 9000 K DSB at 1.2 THz.21

Thus NbN is worthy of further investigation.
A different approach was proposed by one of us in R

25, and is investigated in this article. The approach cons
of using a very short strip of Nb of lengthL as the hot-
electron bolometer, withL less than the electron–phono
interaction length, Le–ph[ADte–ph, where te–ph

21 is the
electron–phonon interaction rate andD the diffusion con-
stant. For short devices, very fast cooling of the electrons
occur by out diffusion of heat into high-conductivity, norm
metal leads. In this case, the effective thermal time cons
is related to the diffusion time, and is given by

t th5
L2

p2D
. ~2!

Thus, for a 0.1mm bridge with a diffusion constant o
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1 cm2/s, a time constant of order 10 ps is predicted, allow
an IF bandwidth of order 10 GHz to be achieved. To da
excellent receiver noise results based on diffusion-coo
HEBs have been obtained by some of us at rf frequencie
0.5 ~650 K DSB!,2 1.2 ~1880 K DSB!,3 and 2.5 THz~2750 K
DSB!.4 Other groups have achieved similar results for
ceiver noise temperatures using diffusion-cooled HE
namely 2200 K DSB at 730 GHz26 and 1500 K DSB at 660
GHz.27

The experiments described in this article were desig
not to produce practical receivers but to systematically
device performance as a function of device length unde
variety of operating conditions. We present measurement
the spectrum of the output noise, conversion efficiency,
mixer noise for phonon and diffusion cooled Nb devices
various thermal time constants, and compare these resu
theoretical predictions.~Some of the results have been pu
lished in Refs. 28 and 29.! The devices vary in length from
0.08 (,Leph) to 3 mm (.Leph). Additionally, we present
measurements of the device differential impedance ove
very broadband~0.1–7.5 GHz!. Finally, we present noise
thermometry measurements of the device in the normal s
which demonstrate the crossover from phonon to diffus
cooling in a clear way. Since the mixing process is therm
these measurements are expected to be representative o
provide design guidance for, devices used in future THz h
erodyne receivers. We compare below to THz measu
ments.

II. THEORY

For a lumped thermal element, theoretical calculatio
based purely on thermodynamics have already been
formed which relate the device conversion efficiency a
output noise to the dc current, LO power, device resistan
thermal conductance, temperature, and change of resist
with temperature (dR/dT).30–33 These are summarized be
low. The results of our calculations for the distributed syst
are given later in this section and related to the lumped
ment approach calculations already available in the lite
ture.

A. Lumped element predictions

1. Conversion efficiency

The coupled conversion efficiency, defined as the pow
out at the IF over the power in at the rf, can be predicted
terms of the dc currentI dc, the LO powerPLO , the thermal
conductance to the bathG, the resistanceR[Vdc/I dc, and
the change in resistance with temperaturedR/dT as30–33

h~v!5h IF

PLO

2R S I dc~dR/dT!

Geff
D 2 1

11~vteff!
2 ~3!

5h~0!
1

11~vteff!
2

, ~4!

where v is the IF. This is the single-sideband~SSB! effi-
ciency. We define the ‘‘gain bandwidth’’ as the IF at whic
the conversion efficiency drops to 3 dB relative to its low
value. Thus, from Eq.~3!, the gain bandwidth is given by
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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f 3 dB,gain51/(2pteff). Hereteff is the effective thermal time
constant andGeff the effective thermal conductance to th
bath. The effective thermal conductance and time cons
are related to the ‘‘bare’’ thermal conductanceG and time
constantt th by

teff[t th /~12a!, ~5!

t th[C/G, ~6!

Geff[G~12a!, ~7!

a[
I dc

2 dR/dT

G S RL2R

RL1RD , ~8!

5a0S RL2R

RL1RD , ~9!

a0[
I dc

2 dR/dT

G
, ~10!

where C is the ~electronic! heat capacity, andRL the load
resistance at the IF, i.e., the input resistance of the IF am
fier, which is typically 50V. The effect of the electrotherma
feedback between the electron temperature and the dc
supply is described quantitatively by the parametera. If a is
small~due to small current or smalldR/dT!, then the effect of
electrothermal feedback is small, and the effective time c
stantteff is equal to the ‘‘bare’’ thermal time constantt th ,
and the effective thermal conductanceGeff is equal to the
bare thermal conductanceG. The IF load resistance tends
suppress electrothermal feedback if the device resistanceR is
comparable to the load resistanceRL . This is the case for the
devices studied in this work.

The factorh IF is defined as

h IF[
4RRL

~R1RL!2
, ~11!

whereRL is the IF load resistance. This factor is not a sta
dard mismatch factor in the usual sense, since the de
impedance depends on frequency, whereas Eq.~11! is inde-
pendent of frequency. The factor results from a more rig
ous calculation of the effect of a finite load impedance at
IF on the electron dynamics.30,32,33The parameter varies be
tween zero and one, and is one when the device resistan
equal to the input impedance of the IF amplifier.

2. Output noise

In hot-electron bolometers, the important noise sour
are expected to be thermal fluctuation noise and John
noise. Thermodynamic fluctuations in the electron tempe
ture cause resistance fluctuations and hence voltage flu
tions under current bias. The prediction for the output no
due to thermal fluctuationsTTF is given by30–33
Downloaded 12 Nov 2001 to 128.195.200.210. Redistribution subject to 
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TTF~v!5~ I dcTe~dR/dT!!2
1

RGeff~12a!

1

11~vteff!
2 h IF

~12!

5TTF~0!
1

11~vteff!
2

, ~13!

whereh IF is the IF mismatch factor in Eq.~11!, andTe the
electron temperature. The Johnson noise will be equal to
temperature of the electrons. There is a small correction
the Johnson noise due to electrothermal feedback,32–34which
can be neglected in the experiments presented here.

B. Distributed system predictions

For a distributed nonsuperconducting system, the ou
noise temperature due to Johnson noise is predicted to b
average temperature along the length of the bridge. H
ever, a quantitative theory for the conversion efficiency a
thermal fluctuation noise which treats the device as a dist
uted system has not yet been developed.35 We therefore de-
fine an effective thermal conductance as the average elec
temperature rise over the length of the device divided by
input power. We have calculated this quantity in the abse
of electron phonon interactions25,36 when the dissipation of
power is spatially uniform. We find

G5
LTb

R/12
. ~14!

We also find an effective thermal time constant is given t
good approximation by

t th5
L2

p2D
. ~15!

These results are true in the limit that the device length
less thanLe–ph. Since a full theory for a distributed bolom
eter has not yet been developed, we use the lumped ele
predictions with an effective thermal conductance given
Eq. ~14! and an effective time constant given by Eq.~15!.
For devices much longer thanLe–ph, the relevant quantities
to use areGe–ph, the electron–phonon thermal conductan
andte–ph. In the intermediate range, the cooling rates due
diffusion and the electron-phonon interaction should a
proximately add, and this approximation will be used in t
remainder of this article.

It is possible that the dissipation of power is not unifor
along the length of the device. The impedance of the dev
at frequencies above the energy gap frequency ('700 GHz
in bulk Nb! is constant and equal to the normal state imp
ance. Therefore, if a high frequency signal is applied ab
the energy gap frequency, then the dissipation of powe
uniform. However, if the frequency of the applied signal
less than the energy gap frequency, then it is possible tha
dissipation of power varies spatially, since the temperat
and hence resistance vary spatially. AtTc the energy gap
vanishes, suggesting that the dissipation of power may
be uniform at all frequencies.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A. Device fabrication

The devices studied were all fabricated from the sa
thin (100 Å! Nb film, deposited on a quartz substrate. T
patterned film has a transition temperature ofTc'5 K, tran-
sition width DTc;0.5 K, and sheet resistance'29V. The
length of the bridge was defined by the normal metal~1000-
Å-thick Au! contacts using direct write e-beam lithograp
in a self-aligned process.37 The length and width of the de
vices measured in this work were determined by inspec
the scanning electron microscopy~SEM! image of different
devices with the same design length in the same fabrica
run. The estimated error using this technique is appro
mately60.05mm. The devices measured in this work we
not measured in an SEM, in order to avoid electrical dama
The measured resistance versus temperature curves are
ted in Fig. 1.

B. Measurement technique and calibrations

Each device was mounted at the end of a section of 5V
microstrip, using a ‘‘flip-chip’’ configuration to assure
broadband match. A cooled directional coupler was use
weakly couple in the rf and LO. The through port was co
nected to a cooled, low noise ('25K), broadband amplifier
The cable losses, amplifier gain, and coupler performa
were each measured at 2 K. The mixer conversion efficie
as a function of intermediate frequency was thus measure
62 dB. The amplifier chain noise and gain were calibratedin
situ to the plane of the device by heating the device aboveTc

and using it as a variable temperature load. This calibra
applies for a source impedance given byRn . Some measure
ments were performed with an isolator to confirm that i
pedance mismatch effects were not significantly affecting
calibration. Additional measurements of the return loss of
devices were performed in order to determine the impeda
mismatch in the intermediate state. The power coupling w
90% or better over the frequency range measured for all
devices, except deviceE. Therefore, the lack of an isolato
should not significantly modify the calibration constants

FIG. 1. Resistance vs. temperature curves for diffusion-cooled devic
Downloaded 12 Nov 2001 to 128.195.200.210. Redistribution subject to 
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the amplifier gain and noise which were determined wh
the device was in the normal state. A schematic of the
perimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Conversion efficiency and noise

The measured conversion efficiency, output noise,
mixer noise all depend on several parameters under exp
mental control for a given device. We first discuss the d
pendence on LO power, then on dc power, then on the
The measurements of the conversion efficiency and n
were all performed at a bath temperature of 2 K.

1. Conversion efficiency and noise vs LO power

The ~relative! conversion efficiency, output noise, an
mixer noise are plotted as a function of LO power for fix
dc voltage in Fig. 3 for device A1. There are two cases of
power which are of interest. We refer to the LO power r
quired to maximize the~coupled! conversion efficiency as
the ‘‘optimum efficiency’’ case.~This occurs at 0 dB in Fig.
3.! Note that the conversion efficiency and output noise p

. FIG. 2. Schematic of experimental setup.

FIG. 3. Efficiency, output noise, and mixer noise vs LO power for dev
A1.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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1648 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 85, No. 3, 1 February 1999 Burke et al.
at different LO powers, for a fixed bias voltage. Howev
themixernoise is relatively constant near its minimum, ev
though the efficiency and output noise are changing v
rapidly with LO power there. The second qualitative case
the ‘‘overpumped’’ case, where the critical current is su
pressed. In that case, the output noise is drastically s
pressed relative to its maximum value. The conversion e
ciency is also somewhat lower than its maximum val
However, the mixer noise does not change much between
optimum efficiency case and the overpumped case. The o
pumped case is of practical interest because the output n
and efficiency are less sensitive to the dc bias voltage, wh
will be discussed next. The general behavior indicated in F
3 was observed in all the devices measured. For all the
vices measured, themixer noise in the overpumped case
the dc bias that minimized the mixer noise was lower th
the mixer noise in the optimum efficiency case at the dc b
that minimized the mixer noise.

The output noise and conversion efficiency vary contin
ously with LO and dc power. This is consistent with th
thermodynamic theory, since the electron temperature, t
mal conductance, and dR/dT will all change with LO and
power. We present data in the optimum efficiency and ov
pumped cases since they are the most interesting from
applied point of view. We do not have any evidence th
there is any difference in the microscopic states of the
lometer in the two cases, since we only measure the ave
property of the entire device. The current–voltage(I–V)
curves for the overpumped and optimum efficiency cases
shown in the insets of Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Conversion efficiency and noise vs dc power

In order to investigate the dependence of the convers
efficiency and noise on dc bias, the output noise and con
sion efficiency were measured as a function of dc bias
two different LO powers~optimum efficiency and over
pumped! for each device. The resultant mixer noise was c
culated by taking the ratio of the output noise to the conv

FIG. 4. Efficiency, output noise, and mixer noise vs voltage for device B
overpumped case. IF5125–215 MHz.
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sion efficiency. The measurements were done at an IF th
low enough to be representative of the zero IF limit of t
device performance. The results for a typical device~device
B! are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. The immediate conclusion
these graphs is that the mixer noise isvery low,'200 to 300
K ~DSB!. In the overpumped case, the conversion efficien
output noise, and mixer noise are seen to depend smoo
on the dc bias.

3. Conversion efficiency vs intermediate frequency

One of the most important goals of this work is to inve
tigate the dependence of the conversion efficiency on the
and determine the time constant as a function of dev
length. The dependence of the relative conversion efficie
on IF is plotted for all the devices measured in Fig. 6.

nFIG. 5. Efficiency, output noise, and mixer noise vs voltage for device B
optimum efficiency case. IF5125–215 MHz.

FIG. 6. Relative efficiency vs intermediate frequency for all devices. N
the excellent agreement between devices A1, A2. The dashed lines are
oretical fits to Eq.~4!, where a two parameter fit to the data has be
performed. The two parameters varied areteff andh(0). ~For devices D and
E, the optimum efficiency case is plotted. For the other devices, the o
pumped case is plotted.!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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two-parameter fit to Eq.~4! was performed;h(0) and teff

were varied. The theoretical fits to the data are also sho
The frequency dependence of the conversion efficienc
indeed well described by Eq.~4!. Note that there are two
devices of the shortest length plotted~A1,A2!, and the data
are very consistent. The close agreement between the th
and experiment provides strong confirmation of the theo
ical model over two orders of magnitude in frequency a
conversion efficiency.

The fitted time constant is plotted in Fig. 7 as a functi
of length. This plot is the central result of this article. Wh
the device lengthL is much larger thanpLe–ph('1 mm at
4.2 K!, the bandwidth is expected to be independent
length. The dashed line indicates this phonon cooling lim
Device E is in this limit. ForL!pLe–ph, the dominant cool-
ing mechanism should be diffusion, and the dotted l
shows the expectedL22 dependence. The solid line show
the prediction for the net effect of both phonon and diffusi
cooling mechanisms, assuming the thermal cooling rates
The theoretical prediction for the diffusion cooling based
Eq. ~15! is that t th(ns)'1.0 L2, with L in mm. We find
experimentally thatt th(ns)'1.8 L2. This discrepancy ap
pears to be within the uncertainties in the predicted as we
the measured prefactor. The measured bandwidth of 6 G
is the largest bandwidth yet obtained in a low-Tc bolometric
mixer. The value of 6 GHz is actually a lower limit, since th
conversion efficiency changes with IF by an amount com
rable to the experimental uncertainties for the IF frequenc
used.

It is possible that the measured time constant (teff) is
modified by electrothermal feedback effects, and that
bare time constant is different from the measured one. H
ever, in Sec. IV D, the ‘‘slowing factor’’ (a) is estimated,
and for all the devices it is less than 0.25, with the except
of device E. For device E,a is 0.46 in the optimum effi-
ciency case. Therefore, the inferred time constant is appr
mately equal tot th , with certainty for devices A–D.

FIG. 7. Scaling of bandwidth with length. The errors on the device len
are 60.05mm. The measured bandwidth on devices A1 and A2 are lo
limits, indicated by the arrow.~For devices D and E, the optimum efficienc
case is plotted. For the other devices, the overpumped case is plotted!
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4. Noise vs intermediate frequency

The output noise for each device was measured a
function of frequency in the case of optimum efficiency a
in the overpumped case. The output noise was measured
der identical conditions as for the measurements of the c
version efficiency. The results of these measurements of
output noise are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. The points
frequencies above 1 GHz are averaged over a 500 MHz
and the points for frequencies below 1 GHz are avera
over a 100 MHz bin. A three-parameter fit to the equatio

Tout~v!5TJohn1
TTF~0!

11~vteff!
2

~16!

was performed, varyingTTF(0), teff , and TJohn. Note that
the 3 dB gain bandwidth~i.e., the frequency at which the
conversion efficiency falls by a factor of 2! is predicted to be
(2pteff)

21, and the frequency at which the thermal fluctu

h
r
FIG. 8. Output noise vs intermediate frequency, optimum efficiency ca
The dashed lines are theoretical predictions of Eq.~16!, where a three-
parameter fit of Eq.~16! to the data has been performed. The three para
eters varied areTTF(0), TJ , andteff .

FIG. 9. Output noise vs intermediate frequency, overpumped case
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Device parameters and output noise; top half: optimum efficiency case; bottom half: overpumped case.

Dev.
L

~mm!
h~0!
~dB!

(2pt th)
21~GHz!

TTF(0)~K! TJ(K)
from fit of

Tout( f ) to Eq. ~16!
Noise BW

~GHz!
Tmix(0)[Tout(0)/2h(0)

~K,DSB!
from fit of

h~f! to Eq. ~2!
from fit of

Tout( f ) to Eq. ~16!

A1 0.08 25.6 >6 2.3 49 25 .6 120
A2 0.08 ¯ >6 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

B 0.16 211 2.4 1.4 34 23 3.9 320
Ca 0.24 28 1.5 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 200
D 0.6 24.1 0.3 0.13 262 19 0.73 120
E 3 22 b 0.08 0.13 223 8 0.75 530

A1 0.08 27 >6 >6 ¯ ¯ .6 <100
B 0.16 213.5 2.25 2.3 6 10 3.1 170
C 0.24 212.7 1.5 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 160
D 0.6 210.4 0.38 0.11 33 16 0.53 120
E 3 211.7 0.064 0.045 62 7 0.16 310

aDevice C was electrically damaged before the noise spectrum could be measured.
bThe lowest efficiency measured was only24 dB, but the fit returned a value of22 dB because the lowest IF measured for this particular experiment
only 100 MHz.
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tion noise component of the output noise falls by a factor
two is predicted to be thesame, i.e., (2pteff)

21. Both quan-
tities were varied in the fits to the measured conversion e
ciency and output noise, in order to test this prediction
perimentally.

The results of these fits are summarized in Table I.~The
simultaneous measurements of noise and efficiency
scribed in this section were performed with a slightly diffe
ent experimental configuration than the measurements o
ficiency alone described in the previous section. Hence
slight difference between the measured bandwidths for
vices D and E between Table I and Fig. 7.! The relative
spectrum of the output noise behaves similarly with f
quency as the conversion efficiency, as can be seen by c
paring the fitted time constant for the conversion efficien
and output noise. This implies that the 3 dB noise bandwi
is larger than the 3 dB gain bandwidth, which is also in
cated by comparing the two quantities in Table I.

At high frequencies@.(2pt th)
21#, the dominant noise

source should be Johnson noise, withTJ'5.5 K. Experimen-
tally, we do not find this to be the case.~Device E was not
well matched to the amplifier input impedance, so that
measured output noise at high frequencies was not expe
to be equal to the electron temperature.! The excess we find
for devices A, B, and D is approximately 13–19 K, larg
than the maximum estimated uncertainty of65 K. This may
indicate an unidentified noise source. Further investigati
will be necessary to elucidate this finding. Nonetheless,
data clearly demonstrate that there is a frequency scale a
ciated with the dominant part of the output noise that sca
with device length as it does for the gain bandwidth.

B. Device impedance measurements

The differential impedance of the device is an importa
quantity to know for circuit design purposes. In additio
measurements of the differential impedance can also tes
underlying physical model. The simplest theoretical mo
available postulates that the differential impedance at
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quencies well abovet th
21 is simply Vdc/I dc.38 At high fre-

quencies the electron temperature stays fixed. Howeve
frequencies belowt th

21 , the electron temperature can follo
the ~slow! change in dissipated power, and the different
impedance is simply (dV/dI)dc.

We used a directional coupler to measure the power
flected from the device in the intermediate state, i.e., the s
when the electrons are at or nearTc due to the application of
LO and dc power.~This was the state used for mixing me
surements described above.! The device was biased in th
superconducting state to provide a~scalar! calibration of the
directional coupler and associated microwave compone
The ‘‘return loss’’ is the power reflection coefficient in dB
i.e., RL [220 log(uGu), whereG is the well known voltage
reflection coefficient.

We found the return loss to be greater than 10 dB for
the devices measured, with the exception of device E,
frequencies both above and belowt th

21. These measurement
are in agreement with the theoretical prediction.39 The values
of Vdc/I dc and dV/dI fall within the range of 23–100V,
leading to a prediction of approximately 10 dB or greater
the return loss. Device E had values ofVdc/I dc between 10
and 20V, so that the return loss was between 3 and 7
theoretically as well as experimentally. We also confirm
that the devices were well coupled in a broadba
resonance-free manner to the 50V system in the norma
state. This means that the mounting technique used prov
a good 50V transmission line system up to the terminals
the device, without any unwanted parasitic capacitance
inductance.

C. Normal state noise thermometry measurements

We used noise thermometry in the normal state wh
nonequilibrium superconducting effects are not importan
demonstrate the crossover from diffusion to phonon cooli
The output noise and hence average electron tempera
was measured as a function of applied dc power at a b
temperature aboveTc , at 6 or 6.5 K, for several of the de
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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vices used in this work. The results of these measurem
are plotted in Fig. 10. Since the length of device E is mu
longer thanLe–ph, its temperature profile is uniform ove
most of the length of the bridge, except withinLe–ph of the
ends. Plotting the increase in temperature with input po
~as is shown in the last graph of Fig. 10! allows determina-
tion of the strength and temperature dependence of
electron–phonon interaction. The power law of the tempe
ture dependence of the electron–phonon interaction for
device is well described by

pout5A~Te
42Tph

4 !, ~17!

wherepout is the electron-phonon power flow per unit vo
ume withA52.3431010 W m23 K24. This value is reason
ably consistent with the value ofA50.9831010 W m23 K24

found in Ref. 13 for samples of the same material, thickne
and diffusion constant. In the first graph in Fig. 10, the el

FIG. 10. Device temperature as a function of dc input power using n
thermometry. The numerical simulation includes both the electron–pho
interaction and diffusion cooling; the analytical prediction includes o
diffusion cooling. Note the change in units on the abscissa for device E
Downloaded 12 Nov 2001 to 128.195.200.210. Redistribution subject to 
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tron temperature versus input dc power is plotted for dev
A1, together with an analytical prediction40,41which neglects
the electron–phonon interaction. Device A1 is sufficien
shorter thanLe–ph that the analytical solution describes th
data very well.

A numerical solution to the diffusion equation was pe
formed in Ref. 42 which included both heat diffusion and t
electron–phonon interaction, with strength given by E
~17!. The results of this simulation are plotted for all fou
curves in Fig. 10.43 The simulation correctly describes th
curves for devices B and D, for which both the electro
phonon interaction as well as diffusion contribute to coolin
as well as the devices at both limits, where only one or
other cooling mechanism dominates.

D. Comparison with theory

In this section, we compare the measured results of
coupled output noise and coupled conversion efficiency w
the theoretical predictions presented in Sec. II. The predic
conversion efficiency and output noise based on Eqs.~3! and
~12! was calculated for each device by using the maxim
value ofdR/dT measured with small bias current and no L
power. The value ofdR/dT depends on the electron tem
perature, which may not be at the value which maximiz
dR/dT when LO and dc power are applied. Since the p
dictions of the output noise and conversion efficiency
crease monotonically withdR/dT, using the maximum pos
sible value ofdR/dT is expected to predict an upper limit fo
h andTTF . A ‘‘local’’ value of dR/dT can be estimated by
inferring the electron temperature fromR[Vdc/I dc, and
evaluatingdR/dT at the inferred electron temperature fro
the measuredR versusT curve. This method was carried ou
for the dc bias voltages which minimized the mixer noise
both the overpumped and optimum efficiency cases. The
sults of the calculated conversion efficiency based on
method are presented in Table II.

e
n

iency

ditions

the
TABLE II. Predicted and experimental conversion efficiency and output noise; top half: optimum effic
case; bottom half: overpumped case.

h~0! ~dB! Tout(0)5TTF(0)1TJ ~K!a

Dev.

Calc. from
msd.R vs T
max./local

dR/dT used

Calc. using
dR/dT from

Eq. ~18! Expt.

Calc. from
msd.R vs T
max./local

dR/dT used

Calc. using
dR/dT from

Eq. ~18! Expt.

A1b 11.0/25.3 217.5 25.6 237.5/60.5 9 37
B 10.2/23.2 27 211 389.5/180.5 78.5 51
C 10.7/10.2 29.4 28 671.5/223.5 20.5 44
Dc 10.3/- 20.5 25.4 365.5/- 179.5 118
Ec 10.3/- 0.0 28.6 695.5/- 409.5 105

A1b 12.3/0.0 231 27 165.5/91.5 5.6 14
B 22.2/24.0 217.2 213.5 115.5/78.5 9 14
C 10.7/10.2 213.8 212.7 330.5/145.5 7.8 17
Dc 0.0/- 28.8 210.4 92.5/- 17.5 26
Ec 27.0/- 23.7 220 42.5/- 83.5 10

aA value of 5.5 K was assumed forTJ in the theoretical prediction.
bThe output noise for device A quoted in this table was measured under slightly different operating con
than that plotted in Fig. 1.

cThe low frequency limit of the noise and efficiency is not well-determined for devices D and E, so
experimental value at 125–175 MHz is quoted in this table.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Downloaded 12 No
TABLE III. Comparison of JPL and Yale mixer results. The upper half of the table represents the r
presented in this work measured at Yale, while the lower half represents the JPL data~Refs. 2–4,45–47!.

Frequency
~GHz!

Eff.
~dB,SSB!

Tout

~K!
Tmix

~K,DSB!

Tout

~K!
~no LO pwr.!

L
~mm!

RN

~V!
Rsheet

~V!
Gain BW

~GHz!

20a 25.6 74 120 57 0.08 56 29 .6
20a 211 57 320 ¯ 0.16 80 29 2.4
20a 28 44 200 30.6 0.24 96 29 1.5

533 213.463e 41b 560e 36.7 0.27 20 10.4 1.7
1267 21363e 16.6c 450e 13.7 0.3 140 70 ¯

2500 218.563e 10d 300e ,12 0.3 23 11.5 1.2

aEff. referred to device. Bias conditions for optimum efficiency used. Output noise is extrapolated tof 50.
Sheet resistance determined from larger device on wafer.

bOutput noise is at 1.24–1.56 GHz.
cOutput noise is at 1.24–1.56 GHz.
dOutput noise is at 1.5 GHz. The 2.5 THz measurements were done at a bath temperature of 4.2 K, in
to the other data in the table where the bath temperature was approximately 2 K.

eThe experimental technique used to determinedTmix(0) in Refs. 2–4 was slightly different than that for th
article. In all cases, however, the mixer noise is defined asTout/2h; h is the intrinsic device conversion
efficiency with no rf coupling circuit losses.
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There is a separate way to determine the value
dR/dT, which uses the measuredI –Vcurve. An increase in
bias voltage increases the power dissipated, which raise
electron temperature. This in turn causes an increase in
sistance. Based on this physical principle, a derivation
given in Ref. 31 for the following formula:

I dc
2 dR/dP5I dc

2 ~dR/dT!/G5
~dV/dI !2R

~dV/dI !1R
. ~18!

The results of the calculated conversion efficiency based
this second method are also in Table II for all the device

For devices B and C the second method gives reason
agreement between theory and experiment. Since the le
of device A is comparable to the electron-electron len
(ADtee, with tee

21 the electron-electron scattering rate!, a lo-
cal equilibrium temperature cannot be well defined and
simple thermal model may not apply quantitatively to th
device. We have also calculated the predicted output n
and conversion efficiency as a function of dc bias us
method 2@Eq. ~18!# for all the devices studied in both th
optimum efficiency and overpumped cases.36 We find quali-
tative agreement between the theoretical and experiment
bias dependence of the output noise and efficiency for
devices except device A. However, neither method provi
consistent quantitative predictions of the magnitude of
conversion efficiency and output noise for a variety of op
ating conditions. A more microscopic approach which tre
the spatial distribution of the superconducting energy gap
the presence of strong ac and dc self-heating, such as
being developed in Ref. 44, is desirable and may allow m
quantitative predictions in the future. However, the sim
thermodynamic model does correctly predict the freque
dependence of the conversion efficiency and output no
Thus, absolute device performance cannot yet be quan
tively predicted from first principles and must continue to
investigated experimentally. Nevertheless, our experime
indicate that the device performance is excellent, i.e.,
mixer noise is low.
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V. COMPARISON TO OTHER WORK

In this section, we compare the results of experime
presented in this work~which were performed at Yale! with
results on similar devices measured with 500 GHz,2 1.2
THz,3 and 2.5 THz45,4signals~which were performed at JPL!
in order to determine the relevance of the measurements
sented in this work to actual THz receivers. A summary
the conversion efficiency and output noise measured at Y
and JPL is presented in Table III. The JPL measureme
were generally tuned for lowestreceivernoise by varying the
applied dc and LO power. This condition depends on
details of the IF amplifier and rf coupling circuits, and
similar but not equivalent to both the optimum conversi
efficiency and overpumped cases presented in this art
The devices used in Refs. 2–4 were approximately 0.3mm
in length, with sheet resistances between 10 and 70V. In
addition, theunpumped~no LO power applied! output noise
of the devices measured for the present work, and thos
Refs. 2–4, differed from one another, ranging from 57
,12 K, indicating variation between the devices unrelated
the frequency of the applied LO and signal. Given the
device-to-device variations, the measured mixer noise in
experiments is seen to be fairly consistent.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown the intermediate frequency depende
of the conversion efficiency and output noise of Nb h
electron bolometers obey a simple thermal model. The th
mal time constant for both the conversion efficiency and o
put noise is found to scale asL22 for devices less than
pLe–ph, as expected for cooling by diffusion. The shorte
device measured~L50.08mm! has a bandwidth larger than
GHz, the largest achieved for a low-Tc bolometer to date.
We have also quantitatively demonstrated the crossover f
diffusion to phonon-cooled behavior using noise thermo
etry in the normal state. The overall mixer noise is lo
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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100–500 K DSB, indicating that diffusion cooled bolomete
are excellent candidates as mixers in THz receivers.
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